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Bridge

Wet/Dry Vote
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Bridge·
determined
structurally
sound
Austla Ramsey
News Editor

The piers adjacent the 322-foot missing section of
the Eggners Ferry Bridge are structurally sound,
state official!' announced late last week.
At a news conference in Frankfort, Ky., Friday,
Gov. Steve Beshear told reporters there was "no significant damage" to the piers, following a Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet investigation led by Chief
District Engineer Jim LeFevre.
On Jan. 26, the Delta Mariner, an 8,600-ton oceangoing vessel carrying rocket parts collided into the
bridge, bringing debris onto the ship and the surrounding water.
The ship, on its way to Cape Canaveral. Fla., waited with the wreckage on its bow for nearly two
weeks, before the KTC assisted a local company in
removing the fallen tresses. The U.S. Coast Guard
gave the ship the go-ahead to dock in Paducah, Ky.,
where Foss Maratime (the ship's owner) workers
repaired the ships bow.
The news triggered a sigh of relief for many state
workers, who feared remaining portions of the
bridge were gradually toppling after reports that
portions of railing along the deck had buckled since
the collision.
Both LeFevre and Beshear visited the site of the
bridge earlier last week. where the governor said be
hoped to be able to make Friday's announcement
soon to help alleviate traffic issues caused by the
gapped crossing.
The bridge carried nearly 3,000 cars each day to
and from far-western Kentucky at the western
entrance of the Land Between the Lakes National
Recreational Area. Beshcar called U.S. 68/ Ky. Hwy.
80 a vital artery in intrastate transportation and LBL
one of Kentucky's most important tourism sites.
The governor said state officials would have a bet·
ter idea of the necessary steps to take with this new
information.
"From the beginning, our engineers, working with
expert consultants whom we brought in, have been
planning for repairs under multiple scenarios,"
Beshear said. "But now we have a better idea of
exactly what we are dealing with."
Collins Engineers Inc.. a Chicago-based consult·
ant company assisted the KTC in making site assess·
ments of piers five, six and seven over the past two
weeks.
Keith Todd, spokesperson for the KTC, said those
assessment investigations included the use of a dive
team to attach acoustic measuring devices on those
piers to measure vibrations caused by the feared
shifting of the piers out from their settled positions
in the lakebed. He said other teams rappeUed off the
deck of the bridge to measure cracks in the piers and
attached laser sensors on them to measure possible
movement.
Beshcar visited the bridge on Feb. 15, where he
announced the state would initiate a ferry service as
a part-time fix for the fallen bridge span.
In Friday's conference. the governor said those
plans are still underway so that traffic may partially
resume, but he said a replacement span would go
into construction phase as soon as possible. A
replacement span will take several months to build,
he said, and will almost definitely include the necessary construction of up to two more bridge piers.
Kentucky Transportation Secretary Mike Hancock, who also attended the Friday news conference,
said more work is to be done at the site before construction.
"We're still gathering information on the bridge
piers. But the engineering dive team found that the
base of the bridge structure is substantially sound,"
Hancock said. "With the existing piers as a sound
starting point, this should help simplify efforts to
replace the missing truss and deck section taken out
by the ship."
A project to replace the obsolete Eggners Ferry
Bridge and a similarly aged and obsolete bridge over
Lake Barkley, on the other side of LBL has was
launched previous to the incident. Beshear sent a
recommended highway plan to the General Assembly last month which proposed $330 million in construction funding. However, it will take years to
complete the two new. four-lane bridges.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.
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Petitions are clculatlno throuc)h Murray, requestlnQ siQnatures to endorse whether or not packaQed liquor sales should be allowed In the city.

Petitions divide city voters
people characterizing me or people that a~ee
with me that somehow we're not famUy

Ed Marlowe
Staff writer

How To Ret.lster to Vote

Once again voters in Murray are taking
sides in the ongoing controversy of whether
packaged liquor sales should be allowed with·
in the city limits.
"Grow Murray," a movement in favor of the
sales, began circulating a petition last month.
Its efforts are similar to those of "Keep It
Local Murray," a group that made the same
push when the topic surfaced in 2009.
"Keep It Out of Murray," a coalition formed
in response to those efforts of "Keep It Local
Murray," succeeded in preventing a referen·
dum for the law from ever reaching the palls.
For some city residents, it was a slap in the
face.
John Crofton, professor of engineering
physics, was, and still is, one of those
idents who felt the slap.
In response, Crofton is assisting
feel the same way with the newest
liquor sales initiative called "Grow
group of local citizens with ~~~·o:l1ncled
ciples with one missioru to bring
liquor to a vote.
As one of the few "Grow Murray"
to come forward and talk. Crofton bas
begun to speak his mind on the issue.
"I think a lot of people said, "'hat's
he said. "The way our democratic
works is things come up for a vote;
for office; various initiatives come
people vote on it. We don't prevent
coming up for a vote."
Crofton said he would be
should the newest petition pass and
get voted down in a city-wide election.
"I feel like, you know, we were sort
enfranchised," he said.
preparing an initiative to have a say
another group came along and said.
you don't take this off the ballot ... we
take your business away' or :>u&Ju<=LJlllllJ
that, and I just think that's wrong."
"Keep It Out of Murray" recently started
circulating a petition to introduce a vote to
make the city dry.
An email sent to voters cites if the group's
petition is successful, it would preempt a
future wet/dry vote for at least three years.
"If we can get around 700 Murray residents'
to sign the "Keep It Out of Murray" petition,
the Grow Murray petition is dead and cannot
come to a vote, because this can only be voted
on once every three years," states the email,
signed by local attorney Greg Taylor. "Our
petition is the only way to ensure that the city
doesn't allow bars and package liquor stores.
The email also states that increased revenue brought to the city through packaged
liquor sales would be used to fund additional

friendly."
Becoming a citizen of Murray, Crofton said.
is easi~ than~le think.
"If you live h
and you want to transfer
your voter
· ration, then you're a resident," he said. 1'bere is nothing that says you
have to be a res4cJent for the
20 years.
That's not the way it works."
With the possibility
liquor vote looming
question comes to
the right to vote
In 2000, the
helped push the
in Murray, and
by locals involved
referendum end with
come down to the stu·

Those wlshi11CJ to vote for either side
of this Issue, can reotster in Calloway
County. Ray Coursey, county clerk.
desaibes required steps and Quidelines
to reoister to vote in local elections.
•Obtain a voter reQistration card
from the second floor of the county
courthouse or online in .pdf format.
The card must be signed and returned
to the county clerk.

M'n"''"• senior from Salem, W.,
of the Residential Collese
said revenue generated by stu·
,would allow for continued growth of
the city grows because of alcohol
thing or bad thing is your own moral

•Once registered. a person can
1mc:toa1[e in elections outside
voting precinct apd
out-of-state electi

he said...But when it comes to alcohoL
your own responsibility just like there
and getting a driver's license. I
ermt>lln:aent might go up, but the rules
the same in the residential coUqa
not allowing liquor in the rooms."
McReynolds, assistant director to
education, agrees on packased
bringing more revenue to the city but
worried of the concerns and long·
packaged liquor could bring to
State.
~tuclents who are not going to be living
actually vote on this, then It is going
a situation where these students .•.
the issue for the residents of Mur·
deal with," he said. "This town has
been somewhere where not too many
issues or problems arise. and l'.m just afraid
this would bring a lot more of that into the
city."
No word bas been received from "Grow
Murray" on whether their target goal of sisnatures bas been met.
Crofton. whose beliefs are shared throughout the "Grow Murray" initiative, said if packaged liquor sales are handled appropriately, it
will be more beneficial for everyooe involved.
"It's a belief thing." Crofton said. "A lot of
people said they didn't like the idea of someone telling me that I have to follow their
beliefs. If they don't lijte packaged liquor, I
sure I hope I don't see them in a packaaed
liquor store."

Grow Murray movement, Crofton said many
members are tired of seeing increased revenue being funneled to Paris, Tenn., Paducah,
Ky., and Cadiz, Ky.
"Every time we go down there and we buy
it in Tennessee, we're funding Henry County
law enforcement." he said. "Then we bring the
product back here, and because somebody is
not responsible or abuses it, we don't have the
enhanced law enforcement to make sure it is
kept under control."
In 2000, Crofton was part of the referendum to bring alcohol to dining establishments
and legalize liquor by the drink, and he said
complaints voiced then - including safety - are
again being voiced by the community now.
"I've been married to one woman my whole
life." he said. "I have a child, and I object to

' Contact Marlowe
murraystate.edu.

at

emarlowe@
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President announces LGBT Center efforts
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer
President Randy Dunn announced Wednesday an LGBT
Resource Center is a UniVI.'rsity priority, but acquiring funds to
provide it could prove challenging.
Dunn held a reception Wednesday night for Murray State's
Alliance and allies, or friends of the lesbian. gay, bisexual and
1'1 dcr commumty.
.
transgen
'I'his reception was the second of its kind for Alliance and was
held at Oakhurst, the president's home.
Jody Cofer, academic program specialist and Alliance adviser,
said it was common for various groups to meet with the-President
throughout the year to address issues and express their gratitude.
Nearly 40 members attended the reception. Among the guests
were Cynthia Gu¥man, Regents College head: Jane Etheridge,
djrector of the Women':s Center; the Rev. David Montgomery, co·
pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in Murray and Staff
Regent J>hil Schooley.
During the event, Dunn thanked the attendees for their work in
changing the culture of Murray State.
He announced the passing and prioritizing of the Commission
on Diversity ttnd Inclusion's Diversity Plan and confumcd the
University was making great progress toward a more diverse and
inclusive community.
Dunn said the state's budget could provide an issue in the
establishmeot of the resource center.
"Right now we're trying to figure out a way to get the LGRT
Center," he said. MRight now money is the biggest concern. Challenging timl•s arc ahead fM the University.''
The main worry of tbe night was about the lGBT Resource
Center and what could be done to speed up the process.
The resource center, petitioned by faculty, staf( and students,
made the priority list on the Diversity Plan the commission
approved earlier in the month.
Christopher Morehead, alumnus and board mt·mber for Heart-

land Cates, said the reception showed the president was advocating fairness and equality. He said he was disappointt•d about thl~
news of limited funding to the resource center.
"It's discouraging, but due to the president's good works in the
past I bdievc he's the one who can gathl'r the rl.'sources to make
an impact on the community," Morehead said.
Bonnie Higginson, provost, was more hopeful despite the
announcement.
"I think the president and a number of us believe that LGBT
students need to be served," she said. "The resource renter will
remain a top priority even though money is tight."
Buzz of the announcement spread among the attendees, many
of whom said they wanted a center at a faster pace.
Michael Quinton, junior from Troy, Tenn., said the resource
center is being addressed at an ideal time.
''The community is not completely accepting of not 01ily LGBT
people. but also the multicultural community," he said. "This
resource center will provide help to those in need."
Following Ounn's speech, Cofer said the event was a chance to
shake hands, thank the president and dis<.·uss issues.
President Dunn said he meets with nearly 25 groups a year,
addressing numerous issues and concerns.
"We do these events to show support for the work that the
groups have undertaken. to give them a' chance to get to know
Ronda and mysdf a little better and usually there is opportunity
to have a little discussion about planning future needs of projects," he said.
Dunn held a similar reception event with Black Student Coun·
cil on Feb. 6.
Constance Ashby, senior from Louisville, Ky., and president of
thc Black Student Council, said the reception held for Black Student Council was met with success.
"The reception was the jump start of Black Student Council
wct•k. It was an opportunity for mt.>mbers of Black Student Council to interact with tbe President, ·• she said.
•
Contact Wilcox at cwilcox2@murraystate.edu.

the offict> is optimistic about prospective graduates finding employment.
"Companies are calling us more and more for
n.•sumes to fi!J their vacancies and staff,"
Mcloan said.
Daniel M<:Ginth, sophomore frum O'Fallon,
Ill., said Career Services .helped him apply and
be selected for a Disney internship this summer.
"I'm thrilled about it," McGinth said. "I think
it is going to be a great experience."
He said without Career Services he would not
have been notified of the internship opportuni·
• ty.
Mcloan said indicators like the decline in
OHvia Medovlch
unemployment and increase in the stock markl·t
St<lff writer
help the office predict future job openings.
"Back in October we started seeing signs of
The Caret'r Services office has received an
the stock market getting better," Meloan said.
abundance of job poslings on their website
"There is some of that consumer confidem·e
since the decline in the U.S. unemployment rate.
going on. You can take a look at the consumer
With an uncertain economy it is hard to preconfidence
index nationally. It is something that
dict the number of emplo>•ers looking to hlre in
drives the market and drives an awful lot of peothe near future, but the job market docs continple to spend their money,"
ue to grow slowly.
Tuesday the Dow Jones industrial average
On the Career Services website there are
crossed the 13,000 mark for the first time in
numerous pustings for internships and jobs in a
nearly four years.
variety of career fields.
In January the unemployment rate declined by
R(ISS Meloan, director of Career Services, said

Career Services
notes increase
in job postings

Mchssa Ruhlman!Jhe Nl'w~

Nearly 40 people attended the president's reception Wednesday evenin9.

0.2 to 8.3 percent. The rate
has fallen by 0.8 point since
AUb>'USt.

According to the National
Associate of Colleges and
Employers website employers responding to the Job
Outlook 2012 survey plan to
hire 9.5 percent more new
graduates in 2011-12 than
they did in 2010·11.
Ross Meloan
Meloan said in order for
Director of
students to find employment
Carel'r Services before or after graduation.
they must bl' willing to relocate and broaden their aspirations.
"You're going have to pick and choose and go
where the jobs are," he said. "It depends on what
you want, where you want tQ live, what you are
willing to work fur and who is it that you want
to work for."
Melo'an said while the decline in the unemployment rate is good, there can still be negative
prospects to look out for.
The financial crisis in Europe could indirectly affect the job postings, he said.
Iran has cut off its oil supplies to France and

England making the pricl' of gas increase,
The country has made threats to cut off oil
supplies to other European countries as well.
It is suspected, gas prices in the U.S. could
rise to more than $5 a gallon as a rept.•rcussion of
this.
Mcloan said the increase in gas prices could
lead to employers having to spend less money
on hiring new employees.
He said in order to stay competitive in the job
market. students must continue to build their
resumes and improve their communication and
leadership skills.
''It is through that resume that you are developing e.'<Periencc you have acquired at Murray
State," Meloan said. "You will find a job, but you
have to start early and you have to do these
things often."
Career Services Offices will host its Career
Fair on March 7.
Prospective employers and internships seeking to hire students will be present at the fair.
All students are cncourngcd to artcnd.
Professional dress is required and students
are encouraged to bring Ct)pics of thl'ir resumes.
Contact
Medovich
at
()medovich@
murraystate.edu.
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Our View

Passing on the torch
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
•

February marks the celebration of Black History Month
across the nation, and many
communities and groups are taking part in one of our nation's
most important recognitions. .
The importance of this month
has recently been disputed by
many as unneeded and trying to
make one group seem more special than others. This view is
wrong.
Black History Month is a time
for us to reflect and explore the
culture and lives of those
African-Americans who have
shaped our nation. Sometimes
this means remembering those
times we most want to forget.
But the importance of this history has the great effect of healing
those wounds.
This year's theme is "Black
Women in American Culture and
History" and despite the crass
words of some commentators.
we should be inspired to learn
more about our black forebears.
Yes, we say our forebears,
because the great men and
women of this nation were not
all defined by their titles and
economic success.
Like the majority of the people
who make up our nation's history, they were doing well to be
defined at all. And that a few had
a light bright enough to shine

through the shadows of their
oppressors is more than cause
for respect and admiration.
They are our forebears. But
through unfortunate events the
scope of our historical reflection
in this country is defined by the
narrow view of textbooks and illprepared instructors. So we are
left with two options: forget this
important history and forsake
our ancestors or find some way
to honor them for their endeavors. This is the true essence of
Black History Month, and we
would do well to remember it
from time to time.
University President Randy
Dunn said he is more than in
favor of ·keeping Black History
Month.
"I know there is some debate
that goes on about pulling out
these special recognitions or holidays for various groups
throughout the course of a year,"
Dunn said. "But I do think there's
value in c'e lebrating these
events."
Dunn said the University is
making the spirit of the month a
core value here on campus.
"One of the values we have at
the University is diversity and
inclusiveness," Dunn said. "Anything that provides an avenue to
learn more about that and engage
in ways to honor various groups,
I think, is a good thing."
We think it is a good thing as
well, and hope to see the University grow even more in this way.

Don't forget to visit us at
thehews.org
and follow us
on Twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion
I
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"Well, I don't know what
will happen now. We've
got some difficult days
ahead. But it doesn't matter
with me now. Because
I've been to the mountaintop.
And I don't mind."

United States: 1964
United States: Present Day
~,

"Like anybody, I would like to live a long life.
Longevity has its place. But I'm not concerned
about that now. I just want to do God's will."
-Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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Immigrants not leaving soon

The term "self-deportation" has
found its way into the GOP presidential primary race, 'with candidate Mitt Romney outlining a
vague immigration platform
which includes "self-deportation,"
or the idea that unauthorized
immigrants will voluntarily
choose to leave the U.S. iflife here
is made unbearable enough.
Nl don't have any midterms."
While "self-deportation" may
be a new idea to some, those who
fiosemary DeRicjne· St.louis. Mo
monitor immigration policy
sophomore
understand that it is code for
"attrition through enforcement" a plan pursued by extremist immigration-control organizations in
Congress and state houses across
the nation.
"I'm student teaching so I'm giving
Romney explains how he thinks
instead of taking them."
"self-deportation" would work by
Semie Cash· Mayfield, Ky.
saying "if·people don't get work
here, they're going to self-deport
senior
to a place they can get work."
However, as described in a
forthcoming report from the
Immigration Policy Center. "selfdeportation" - or, more accurately, "attrition through enforce"I'm very prepared, I've studied hard all
ment"
- goes far beyond denying
semester and I'mready."
unauthorized
immigrants work.
Sarah Dotson • Louisville. Ky.
The strategy is currently
freshmen
embodied in state laws that
include provisions denying education,
transportation and even
Melissa Ruhlmanflhe News
basic services like water and

midterms?

housing to anyone who cannot
Pew Hispanic Center, "nearly
prove legal immigration status.
two-thirds of the 10.2 million
So far, the states that have
unauthorized adult immigrants in
attempted to roll out this plan
the United States have lived in
have done little more than underthis country for at least 10 years,
mine basic human rights, devasand nearly half are parents of
tate local economies and place
minor children." most of whom
unnecessary burdens on U.S. citiare U.S. citizens.
zens and lawful immigrants.
There is no reason to believe
There is little evidence that
that they are going to "self"attrition through enforcement" is
deport" as their ties to the country
causing unauthorized immigrants
have grown much deeper.
to leavo. In fact, a July 2011 study
Whether you call it "self-deporfrom the RAND Corporation • tation" or "attrition through
found that, despite improved ecoenforcement," this is a policy that
offers no genuine solution to the
nomic conditions in Mexico and
growing instability of our immiworsened conditions in the United States, fewer Mexican immigration system. Relying on a stratgrants returned to Mexico in 2008
egy conceived by immigration
restrictionists and pursued by
and 2009 than in the two years
opportunistic politicians is no
before the recession.
game plan.
The Urban Institute's Juan
Pedrozo has also pointed out that
This country de.serves to hear
more detailed and thoughtful
"it's tough to tell whether (and
approaches from politicians and
how many) immigrants have left a
policy makers-ones that will
community if you are looking
right after a state passes a law. It
offer a way forward, rather than
ones grounded in divisive and
can take years of evidence to test
punitive approaches to unauthoclaims of a mass exodus.'' .
Moreover, "growing evidence
rized immigration.
suggests that most immigrants
(especially families with schoolage children) are here to stay,
except perhaps where local
Wendy Sefsaf
economies are particularly weak.''
non-student from
Furthermore, according to the
Washington, D.C.
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Letters to the Editor
President Obama wants us to imagine an
America that is within reach. I would rather
have you imagine a world a little further
down the road. The President wants "[a]
country that leads the woild in educating its
people. An America that attracts a new generation of high-tech manufacturing and highpayin~ jobs."
A fUture where we're in control of our own
energy, and our security and prosperity
aren't so tied to unstable parts of the world.
An economy built to last, where hard work
pays off, and responsibility is rewarded."
I prefer to imagine a world in which governments allow you to educate your children
as you see fit, without interference. A world
in which governments allow you to start and
run your own business and create jobs without interference from bureaucrats. A world
where you are allowed to purchase energy
from any number of sources or companies
that do not have special government privilege or supply your own energy from wind
or solar and be able to share the excess with
your neighbors without government regulation.
A world where you are able to use the currency of your choice without threat of violating a legal tender law. Such a world would
have an economy built to last, where hard
work pays off and responsibility is rewarded.

SA
Jaywalking

The President also said "We can either settle for a country where a shrinking number
of people do really well, while a growing
number of Americans barely get by. Or we
can restore an economy where everyone
gets a fair shot, everyone does their fair
share, and everyone plays by the same set of
rules."
If the President were serious about having
an economy where everyone plays by the
same set of rules: he would immediately ask
Congress to revoke all government contracts, abolish the IRS, abolish the Federal
Reserve which serves to protect the large
banking institutions. and work with the Governors of the 50 states to abolish the use of
eminent domain, abolish special privileges
given to "corporations," repeal zoning laws
and abolish welfare and licensing laws
which do little more than stifle the free market. A world without government interference would be a world where everyone gets
a "fair shot."
President Obama additionally said that he
will "fight obstruction" in Congress. As long
as bills that create more laws, continue funding the ,military occupation of foreign
nations, take away more rights of the people
and increase spending are being proposed, I
believe that obstruction is the only
admirable action that any member of Congress could commit.

In closing, th~ President 's ays "[m]illions of
Americans who work hard and play by the
rules every day deserve a government and a
financial system that does the same." I am
curious what President Obama means by
this statement. I doubt that he intends to
remove the special privilege given to the
Federal Reserve System. I doubt he will
remove government contracts and privatize
all government agencies. I doubt he will ask
Congress to abolish the postal monopoly
that prohibits competition on delivery of
first class mail. I also doubt that President
Obama will request the repeal of "sovereign
immunity" which protects governments
from civil suits when a government (or government employee) violates someone's
rights.
As long as there is a central bank (whether
private or government run) there will be
"phony financial profits" and "bad debt;" two
things Obama says he wants to eliminate. If
the President were serious about moving
forward with a blueprint for an economy
built to last, he would heed the advice I've
already mentioned. The only way forward, is
to remove the obstacles - placed by government at all levels - from the road.

Darryl W. Perry
non-student
from Boston

Kentucky is sitting on a veritable gold
mine of clean energy resources waiting to
be tapped. Every corner of the state - from
our farmlands to our cities - has the potential to be major players in clean energy, one
of the fastest growing economic sectors in
the U.S. today.
Kentucky has the proven resources and
know-how to launch a competitive clean
energy market. Still, neighboring states like
Ohio and North Carolina are beginning to
outpace us in the clean energy job market.
All we need is a little help from our elected
officials.
They need to pass the Clean Energy
Opportunity Act. The act would encourage
Kentucky's power companies to expand
clean energy and energy efficiency efforts
across the state, creating thousands of new
jobs and lowering utility bills for Kentuckians.
According to a report released last month
by Synapse Energy Economics, passing the
Clean Energy Opportunity Act could create
28,000 new jobs in Kentucky and keep electricity rates 8 to 10 percent lower than current projections.
It's a win-win for Kentuckians, yet this
bill, HB 167, faces significant challenges in
the Kentucky legislature. We cannot allow
these business opportunities and jobs to go
to other states.
We need to keep them where they belong
right here in Kentucky. It's time we get serious about building Kentucky's clean energy
economy and pass the Clean Energy Opportunity Act. We can't afford not to.
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Jeanie Embry
non-student
from Paducah, Ky.
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Cbeen to ... the spring
weather. It is in no way nat·
ural and really seares the
bejesus out of us over here
in the newsroom. But that
doesn't
change~
the fact that it is
here and still
absolutely gorgeou.

Check it!
• The Newt Facebook opinion fonm
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
The Murray State News
facebook page

Are you
enjoying the
early spring
outside?
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Grift T'OWB

By
Casey
Vandergrift

Jeen to - .U the covera~ ]~ tD- the worst~
of Whitney Houston last
week. including this very
publication. Any and every
death should be
honored, but save
that act for loved
ones and stop
·pasblng it on the
rest of the world.

~

Oscar nominations
ever. Plenty of great
movies came out
this year, but the
AcadeJilY had to go and ruin
one of the best award ceremonies out there. Can we
please but fast forwanl to
next year?

Why they will lose
After paying
close attention to
the GOP primary
the past few
months I finally
decided it's time
to turn off the
television. I try
my hardest to
John Walker make indepenOpinion Editor dent decisions in
elections, giving
everyone the opportunity to say
their piece so l, as a voter, can make
an informed, practical decision. But
when those two words, informed
and practical, come nowhere close
to describing the candidates, I know
my mind has been made up.
My grandfather used to say to
never vote for a Republican president because that is a sure way to
lose your job. I'm starting to think
even listening to one is a sure way
to lose your sanity as well.
There is not one contender in the
entire GOP race who comes close to
looking presidential. In fact, I
wouldn't trust them with running
my section at the newspaper. There
is an argument many conservatives
are making that anyone would be
better than Obama. To them I can
only point to 2004. The Democratic
Party thought the same thing about
former president Bush. Look how
far that got them.
I could go through each candidate
and talk about why they are not fit
for the nomination and should never
hav~ run in the first place. The
problem is that could apply to every
single candidate. It all comes down
to one point: The Republican Party
of America is out of touch and out
of date with the voter~ of this country. It's just that simple.
I wish we lived in a world where
the Golden Rule was an applicable
defense strategy, but it is just not
the case anymore. If only we lived
in a simpler time when the government was not such a major part of
our lives ~tl ~ W(>r}d moved a lot
slower than it used to with Beaver
Cleaver and all that iazz.
That world seemed nice, but it
required large amounts of oppression and ~nial to exist. And if we
are going to be the great democracy
the GOP is so fond of speaking
about we llave to be' realistic about
the world \ve actually live in.
The fact is, gays are people, too.
The elderly and the young deserve
free health care. Citizens are people
and corporations aren't, no matter
what the courts say. Some drugs
should be legalized and despite the
personal beliefs of the founding
fathers we should :never mix any
religion with the civic process of
our government.
These statements may seem radical. but to my generation they are
overwhelmingly becoming common
sense. And yes, we are all under 30,
which means we are crazed Marxists looking to destroy the western
world and all it stands for. But did it
ever occur to them we may want
our nation to stand for more than
low corporate taxes and a cheap
housing market?
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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Professor's cousin dies in Syrian bombiitg
Megbann Anderson
Staff "-:riter
Hours after Marie C"lv:in gave a detniled
report to CNN's Anderson Coopi:r about the sit~
uation in Horns, Syria, on Wednesday the London Sund.1y Times reporter was kiUed in a
shelling attack.
William Mulligan. history professor, is
Colvi,.n's finot cousin. He was notified of her
death hy his mother, who got the call from
Colvin's mother who saw it bmadcast on CNN
Wednesday morning.
"She was my littlt:- cousin, I watched her grow
up and go off around the world," Mulligan said.
"I worry about her mother. brothers and sisters.
She was a great cousin, a gn~at aunt. The family
will rally together: family was very important to
her even though job took her away from them."
French photographer Rcmi Ochlik was with
Colvin and also died in the attack.
Colvin was covering the c~.)nllkt in Syria,
wh~n she and Ochlik wcr1.: killed in the house
where they were reporting in the B01bn Amr district when it was shelled by Syrian government
forces.
Mulligan said Colvin had always thought people needed to know bow bad things really were
across the world.
"She believed in the power of journalism,"
Mulligan said. "She tried to bring the world the
truth, sn they would take steps to try and make

,

Austin Ramsr:y!ThP Nt'V\'5

William Mulligan, history professor. sits In his sixth floor Faculty Hall office a day after the death of his cousin.
it better. She put h~r life on the line and sadly
paid a high price."
He said she had a lot of courage and commitment to let people know what was going in the
world. He said she was never afraid
The intern:tl conflict in Syri.:t has bet:n raging

since late 2010, and on May 18. President Barack
Obama signed executive order to fight against
Hashar al-Assad, to end his use of violence
against the Syrian people and begin transitionins to a democrJttic s}'stem that protects their
rights.

Colvin was also known for wearing a black
eyc·patch over her left eye after losing sight in
it during an ambush in Sri Lanka in 2001.
"ll's a special sort of thing to find what you
love to do and become a professional," Mulligan
said. "Right to the end she was calling attention
to a terrible injustice."
Her last article in the Sunday 1Tmeswas headlined .. We Live in Fear of a Massacre," and she
made her last broadcast Tuesday evening,
appearing on BBC, CNN and ITN News via
satellite phone.
Colvin wrote in great detail about the living
conditions, struggle to survive and uprising in
Srria.
Mulligan said his cousin was all about posith·e change from prim journalism.
".It's tragic, but she knew the risk and we had
quite a few conversations about it over the years
and why she kept going back," Mulligan said.
tolvin graduated from Yale University and
went to work for the United Press International
as bureau chief in Paris. She has spent the last
30 years in London working for the I.ondon Sun-

Jay Times.
"This is an example of someone who committed their life to what she loved to do," MuUigan
said. "It was dangerous, but when you pick
something you love to do the hardships become
a little more bearable."
Contact A!lderson at manderson22@
. murraystate.edu.

Tuition, student services affected by funding loss
Haley Russell

' 'There will almost certainly be some type
A possible 6.4 percent higher eduof tuition increase.' '
cation budget
proposed by Gov.

Assistant News Editor

~ut

Steve Beshear has IC'ft administration
re-evaluating tuition and student Slipport s~~rvices.
·1om Denton. vice rresidcnt of
Finnnce and Administrative Services,
said these are the two main areas in
which students are going to directly
feel the impact of the budget cut.

Thition Increases
Acl'ording to the Council on Post~econdary Education, thl' tuition setting process goes as follows: a draft
'fuition and Mandatory Fcc Policy is
submitted at the Nt>V. 10 Council
meeting. The policy is then r<:vicwed
and discussed. No changes were suggested.
The CPF. sets a tuitioll increase
rate cci,ling each year. stating how
where each university in Kentucky
may set their base tuition amount.
Jumps in tution arc the immediate
~ffcct students will see due tu the
cuts, Ocnton said.
"Public education used tn be funded more heavily frnm state appl'orri-

-Provost Bonnie Higginson
ations and lesser from tuition and
that trend has definitely reversed.'' he
said.
Despite the lack of funding and the
increased rates, however, Denton said
this is just a stepping stone in a
proc;~ss that has been transpiring
throughout the past lU to 15 years.
The budget cuts will force the University to look internally and possibly
raise tuition rates, Denton said.
"That's a significant decrease of
our budget and we don't have places
to go to cover it other than tuition
and other than taking internal funds,
existing budgets and re1lllocatin~;
:md/or using res~rvei," he Said:
Universities state--wide have begun
to plan to see the budget ;4u ~
despite the fact that the bill bas not
yet been passed by the legislature.
Budgets for the next fiscal year are to
be submitted aruund the time in
which the budget is to be passed and
the CPE's tuition ceiling is to be. set.

Regional universities are ll)oking at
a 5 percent increase in tuition, Den·
tun said. He could not comment on
how high Murray State fees will rise.
The CPE's Tuition and Increase
Policy states that if universities
choose to increase tuition by 5 percent, they will still be operating on a
deficit.
"The estimated increase in net
tuition and fcc revenue associated
with a 5 percent rate increase would
cover only about one-fourth of the
potential $163 million loss associated
with proposed budget reductjons.
unfunded (maintenance and operating) and fixed cost increases, resulting in a net oper.ating deficit .of$120.4
liaillion... it.scared.
Bonnie Higginson, pruvost. said
the tuition increase will not affect
students for another few years.
"It may be that the effect. nt least
for next year, will be minimal, will be
what we've typic:.lly seen the last few

The University Town &
Gown held Its quarterly meeting In wrather
Hall Tuesday morning
to view the 'Journey
Stories' exhibit.
Pictured is a woman
who attended the
meetiOCJ walklno
through the Interactive Smithsonian
exhibit
Austin Ramscynhe

The Annual Provost Premiere

Tournament of Champions
The top two residential college debate societies will argue for the prize!

Springer-Franklin
College
Natalie 81is. Joseph Roso, Simon Placr
(Government Team)

vs.

Honorable James G. AdMns, Jr.
Ve Chief Regional Dlsarict ~
Division ~ 31d Judie..! District

Hos*innile.Kentuct.;y
Mt. Melase Taylor
becutJYe Assisunt to the MAyor and City Admirustrator

MI. .Jon..hn lkwdon, CEO
Rocketforce Media GrCXIP

White College
Tony Oxx. Jessica Johnston-Asher. John Roso
(Opposition Team)

Dr. Dftlbie A. Owt'M
~ Program Direc1or and Internship Coordinator
MSU Oep.nmem of Journalism and Mass
~

7pm, Thwsday, March 1, 2012 - at Wrather Museum Auditorium
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years - a modest tuition increase,"
she said. "I think most of us are concerned with the year after that, the 1315 year."
Higginson said tuition incrcaSl'S
arc inevitable, but sh\! docs not know
how much they will rise.
"There will <Jlmnst certainly be
some type of tuition Increase," she
s:tid. "It's bard to deal with this kind
of cut without'
considering that."
Jeremiah johnson, Student Government Association president,
said SGA is sitting, waiting ami
watching to see
how much fees
increase
and
what
programs
Bonnie
Higginson arc cut. He said
he plans to take a
Provost
more proactive
role in the governmental aspect of
tuition increases.

Student Support Services
Though the University is not
expecting to drop services and auxiliaries (lffcrcd to students, lJcnton

said it will be necessary to re-evaluate these offerings and dedde if each
is needed.
"Student services aren't going away,
but there will be extras, you might
say, that students l'njoy that we want
them to enjoy, but we may want to
look at reviewing those optitms," he
said.
Auxiliary services, clubs, intramurals, counseling to students and oncampus organizations will all be
reviewed.
Denton said the assessment of all
aspects of the University is critical to
gain cost efficiency.
Higginson said she does not expect
an}' academic programs to suffer
under the budget cuts.
Tohnson said he expects to see different activities cut across the University and that it is necessary that
SGA budgets its money carefuUy.
"As a whole. we're going to have to
,watch spending money, watch what
we're spend~ money on and more
creative ways fo bring activities to
campus because, m> matter what,
we're still going to be here and we're
stil~ going tu be providing an enjoyablu time for students here," he said.
Cpntact Russell at hrussell@
mu aystatc.edu.

6.4% education cut hurts
University priority budgets
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer
After proposed budget cuts and a possible
raise in tuition, administrators this week arc
struggling to compile priority budget items for
the 2012-13 fiscal year in a cash-strapped education environment.
Each academic dl!partmcnt and non-academic unit turns in priority budgl't items annually.
Administratiw dcparflnents includt• Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, institutional
Advancement and Finance and Administrative
Services.
Priority budget items comprise resources that
fall beyond the unit's normal operating budget.
These resources include utilities, maintenance
contracts, health insurance. retirement benefits
and a variety of academic needs. Some of the
academic needs could he the need for new f:lculty or equipment.
The Council on Posts(•condary Education will
also play a large role this year as far as budgets
are concerned. The CPE docs not directly influence the budget fur Murray State but dncs
determine the percentage amount that tuition
may be raised. The percentage of allowed
increase will be determined on April .20.
Schools will then sl'l their nev; rates and send
them to the CPE for approval on June 21.
Universities ncrnss the state arc all working
on their own comrilations pressured by a 6.4
percent budget cut Gov. Stcvt• Beshear proposed
on Jan. 17. With that rotcntial cut. unh•ersities
will balance n<."Cessary tuition raises and establish final budgets after June 21.
Following the CPE announcement of the
tuition increase, the Board of Regents will make
final decisions on priority budget item-;,
"Given the loss of $3.2 million, there's not
going to be much money to do new things.''
President Randy Dunn said.
Don Robl~rtson, vkc president of Student
Affaino, said with tight budgl•ts it will be difficult to add many extra expenditures.
"Tuition increase and student enrollment will
give us the budget we're going to have to work
with," he said.
Tom Denton, vice president of Finance and
Administrative Services, said the academic

departments and non-academic units have not
officially discussed these budget items with
President Randy Dunn or with the vice presidents.
The Board vf Regents will meet Friday to
begin discussions on priority budget items.
They will need the official budget, which can
only be determined after the tuition increase is
calculated.
"We're in a situation nt a tinw when there are
a lot of unknown variables," Denton said. "Few
decisions have been officially made so far."
He said every year the departments request
more than can be provided. The rigorous
process involves several entities, including a
student forum, the CPE, the president and the
Hoard of Regents.
With cuts to education, he said, it will be hard
to determine what will be possible until the
budget is established.
The budgeted lists being developed can only
contain the requests that arc must needed.
"Priority budgets arc important." Terry Stricter, chair of the department of history, said.
"They force departments to list out their needs
in a systematic and organized way: these budgets force aU of us to make difficult choices."
Strieter said many departments are hoping to
maintain the present level of funding but arc
afraid that will not be possible in the upcoming
year.
In previous years the University has followed
a "bloc budget" process to assign fU11ds coming
from the state. This method involved the president allotting the deans a bulk of the money,
who then passed the money to their departments, whicll had a good deal of flexibility in
allocating funds.
Higginson said a new model is being proposed where upper administration will keep the
funds and the various colleges and departments
will be required to request funds as needs arise.
"This <new method) is not only slow but cumbersome and often pits one college against
another and departments against each other,"
Stricter said.
With the upcoming cuts to state funds, less
money will be provided to each of the four
:tdministrative·departmcnts.
Contact Wilcox at cwilcox(ciJmurraystate.edu.
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Illegal Man Qownfield

It's all about the team, right?
Brady Quinn, backup
quarterback for the Den·
ver Broncos. recently
made some antagonizing
remarks di rected toward
Denver's starting quarter·
back, Tim Tebow.
Quinn seems to think
Tebow is overrated and
believes the fans are the
Dylan
reason for Tebow getting
Stinson
playing time uver him.
Assistnnl Sports
"Early in the season,
Editor
there was a game when
Kyle (Orton) got hurt and the coaches were
calling for me to go in. bur Kyle got up and
finished the game out," Quinn said. uso I was
the second-string guy. Then, a few weeks
later, they decided to put Tim in. I felt like
the fao.s had a lot to do with that. Just 'cause
they were chanting his name. There was a
big calling for him. No, I didn't have any bill·
bo:~rds. That would have been nice."
Quinn :~lso stated he doesn't understand
why everyone thinks Tcbow is so humble.
because ht! prays in front of the camera.
"If you look at it as a whole, therl''s a lot of
things that just don't seem very humble to
me," he s:~id. "Whl'n I gel that upportunity,
I'll continue to lead not necesc:arily by trying
to get in front of the camera and praying but
by praying with my teammates, you know?"
It seems likl• someone has a bit of a jc.1l·
ousy issue. Quinn is only making himself
look bad in this situation. He's criticizing a
man who completely turned a team's season
around, excuse me, HIS team's season
around.
Quinn should be ecstatic for the way
Tebow managed the Broncos on the field .
When Tebow took over, the Bronc!)s had a 14 record, he finished out the :;cason taking
the Broncos to the playoffs while sporting an
8·5 record, passing for 12 touchdowns and
running for another six. Arc those the most
impressive stats you've ever seen? Absolutely
not, but the Broncos were winning! That's all
a team is supposed to be worried about.
There is no room for selfishness on a
team. I feel like most people learn that while
playing T·ball. To be a good team player you
sometimes have to sacrifice your own wants
and desi res to do what:S best for the team.
l1}e character Quinn if displmying is not the
kind of character you find in a leader or a
true team player.
Leaders serve, encourage, work and, most
importantly, know their role. Quinn isn't a
true team player because he is more con·
cemed about his own pl:~ying time than he is
the Broncos' success.
So what if you're not the starting quarterback, Quinn? Your team is going up and you
get to be a part of that.
The problem with Quinn is the same problem we sec with so many other athletes in
today'.s sports world: they don't buy into the
team. The best thing 1\r~dy Quinn could have
done is encourage 'Iebow and support him in
interviews.
I wlll say I respect Quinn's honesty, but
not really. You can b<.• honest and still be
encouraging and supportive. Instead of
responding like a pissed off 13-ycar·old,
Quinn could have said something like: "I
would be lying if I said I wasn't upset about
T im getting the starting role over me, but he
is this team's quarterback, therefore I support him and will do m)' best to help him
and this team in any way I can."
See how much better that sounds?
Get a grip, Brady. You sound like a child.
An annoying child. A child who doesn't get
his way so he throws a fit and blames every·
one else for his problems. "Whaaaahhhh the
fans like Tim better than me! Whaaaaaaahh 1
was supposed to be 't he starter!" Shut up,
Brady. Your golden boy days at Notre Dame
arc over with, for now at least. Oh, and you
really weren't that great anyway. Now you
have a new role: Back up.
Here arc some tips I'd like to say to Quinn:
1. Shut your mouth. As I stated earlier, if
you want to be a good team pl11yer the best
thing you can do is look to encourage your
team as much as possible. Stop making stupid comments in the media that will do
nothing but cause tension and bitterness.
2. Work hard. If you really want the start·
ing job work your butt off and maybe one
day you'll get the shot. For now though. keep
working hard and doing all you can to
improve not only yourself but everyone
around you. A good leader and teammate is
focused on others and not himseU:
3. KNOW YOUR ROLE! Brady, you're a
second string quarterback in the NFL behind
one of the most popular athletes in America.
There is absolutely no shaml} in that!
Embrace this time and learn as much as you
can while still doing everything I hat is asked
of you with a serving/leadership mind set.
Leaders ~erve and em:oura~e. Brady. Just
watch Tebow, he'll teach you a thing or two.
Contact
Stin/ion
at
cL~tinson(cil

murraystate.edu.
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Men's Basketball

jJust another game'
Rematch
not fueled
by revenge
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
Tennessee State and Murray
State enjoy ending each o'thcr's
winning streaks.
Junior guard Isaiah Canaan had
24 points, four assists nnd was 5·
for•7 behind the arc 1o takl' No.
12/14 Murray State to an 80·62 vic·
tory over 'li.•nnessee State T'hurs·
day night in Nashville, Tenn., end·
ing the Tigers' ninc-g;tmc winning

~streak.

The teams: met in Murray two
weeks prior when Tennessee State
ended the Racers' (tht•n No. 9) 23·
game undefeated streak in a 72·68
upset. Since its loss, Murray State
(27-1, 14~1. Ohio Valley Conference)
has won three straight. including a
65-51 win over No. 21 Saint Mary's
Saturdar.
"It w:~sn't {revenge), it was just
anothl·r g-,mlC," Can:1an said. "We ·
just wanted to come out nnd get a
great win \lD the road. If a lot of
other p~uple luok at it ns a statt•·
mcnt game thl'n we're fine with
that but we were just focusing on
comin~ in and getting a great road
win against .t great team."
Senior guard I>ontl! Puole udded
16 points and three rebounds to the
Murray State win, while Robert
Covington led the l'igers (18-11, 11·5,
OVC) in scoring with24 points and
15 rdiounds but Jt wasn't enougli to
combat the Uact:rs of Murray State.
"I thought Murray p layed
extremely well," Tennessee State
Head Coach John Cooper said.
"Not only did they make shots but I
thought their resolve to stay with
what they wanted to do, 1 thought
they defended very well and obvious!}' we didn't have an answer for
them. They were better than us
tonight."
The Racer~ played the 'I1gcrs in
front of another sellout crowd, this
time with 10,125 in attendance - a
new record and the second l:lrgcst
nm1·gradu:nion event in TSU's his·
tory, right behind tlw 11.000 p\!Oplc
who saw Stevie Wondl·r in 19HO.
"It's always wild over here," Murray State Head Coach Steve Prohm

IC's.o;c C.arruth<'rst1he News

After Tennessee State forced the only Racer lost this year, senior guard Oonte Poole helped the team defeat the llgers Thursday.
said. "The band is loud, you can't
Nl just want so much for these I
Later. Long StOll· the ball nnd
really hear in timeouts. it's right on
dunked to give Murray State a 19·
top of you. they were riding me
pretty good behind the bench but
that's fun, that's college basketball.
They w~re killing me. making me
feel bad about my upbringing in
this business but that's part of it. It
was a good environment."
The game was the Racers' third
consecutive senior night and was
scoreless th rough the first tw<l min·
utes with both teams struggling to
get locked in until Poole launched a
three and put the R;tcers on the
board with 17:47 <On tl:ie clod(
The announcer repeatedly m is·
pronounced the Racers' names but
Murray State kept scor ing, counterlng every effort by the T igers until
15 minutes into the game when the)'
pushed ahead to a seven-point lead
that continued to increase.
Poole drained a three on an assist
by Canaan with 4:15 on the clock.
followed two minutes later by
another three. this time by junior
forw;trd Latrezc Mushatt that took
the Racers to a 34-28 lead before
Canaan and freshman guard Zay
Jackson sank threes of their own.
With 0.02 on the clock, Poole
drained another three to send the
Racers into the break on top 45·28.
"What defines our team is one
play." Prohm said. "Isaiah Canaan is

guys -· and our program and our
University and for our seniors.
We've got a good basketball
team and we want to continue to
let the COUntry knOW that."

-Head Coach Steve Prohll

without a duubt a trcmendvus tal·
cnt but it's 42·28 and he's playing
extremely well and he could shot1t
a 20-footcr tll end the half and I
prohably wouldn't blink an eye,
make or mi!ls, and that':. fin~?, but h.c.
gives ir up to Donte and he hits a
corner three and we go up 17. I
think that summarizes our basketball tc:~m."
In the first half, the Tigers were
O·for-7 behind the arc while the
Racers were B·for-13 and Murray
State had nine assists to Tennessee
State's two.
Covington began the second half
by scoring two points for the Tigers
before Long mauc one•<)f•two free
throw attempts and a three by
Canaan and jumper b)· Poole.
pushed the score to 50·36, all within the first four and n half minutes.
Another 3-puinter by Mushatt at
13:21 in the half gave the Racers a
20-poim ll·ad. the largest lead of •
the game.

point lead y,ith less than 10 minutes
r~maining.
The l:tst five minutes or the game
displayed junior forwnrd Ed Dani~l
scoring his first point of the game
with a free throw, Puoll•':; fourth 3·
pointer ·of the nit,:hr und Canaan's
fifth long ball of the night.
With 1:40 remaining, Tennessee
State's Jordan Cyphers had words
with jackson, who was held back by
Canaan. before Cyphers was issued
a personal foul and Jacksun n tech·
nicaL
•To end the game. Jackson con·
nected on a jumper shortly before
the buzzer sounded.
"-1 think we're playing prl•tty
gopd on the defensive end of the
floor, I think our guys are playing
wtth confidence," Prohm said. "1
ju~t want them to experience great
dungs - that's a coach's job. It's not
about the Cl1ach, it's about the pl;ty·
ers and you want them to cxpericnce the best: ave Championships
then NCAA Tournament- let's sec
how far we t:an go."
Murray Slate will face T~·nncssec
Tech at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
Cookeville, 'Icnn., to end regular
season play.
Contat·t
McDonald
at

Women's Basketball
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Team completes regular
season sweep of TSU
Cady Besser
Staff writer
Lightning struck twice for the Racers last night
in Nashville.
Thl' 87·83 win markl'd the second victory for
the team against thl· Tennessee State 'Iigers this
Sl'ason: their first in the Gentry Center.
"They played with a lot ol energy this game,"
1
, senior guard Mallory Schwab said. "Every win
they get is also one step closer to the tournament
for them, so they have something to fight for."
Led by redshirt sophomore guard Erica
Burgess with 27 points, Murray State (12·16, 8-7
Ohio Valley Conference) came out of a battle of
the offenses. with the lead changing 15 times.
"I knew we had our work cut uut for us," jun·
ior guard Mariah Robinson said. "So I knew we
had to rebound, because we haven't been shoot·
ing \'cry well as a team lately."
ln addition hi Rurgess and Schwab. starters for
Murray State included junior guard Tessa Elki ns,
senior forward Kayla towc and junior forward
Kyra Watson.
A long field goal by Tcnne~sce State's Alana
Morris set the tone for an aggressively fast
tempo in the first half.
After shot>ting 44 percent beyond the perime·

ter, the Racers changed to a tactic of keeping
Burgess close to the rim to drive past a sluggish
defense. She finished the half with 12 points and
a rebound.
"We kind of were s1ow in the first half with
turnovers," Head Coach Rob Cross said. "But our
free throw percentages Wl're good and W<' made
good plays beyond the stretch. That's why we
came out on top."
The hustle made for error nn both side~ uf the
court. The Racers finished the first half with a 41·
40 lead. The Tigers were close behind nitd in foul
trouble, with Morris finishing the first half with
three.
With Murray State leading the second half
with up to a IO.point cushion. it was a game of
catch up for the Tigers, who took the lead back
with 10 minutes left in the game.
Burgess kept the Racers alive, continuing to
stack up points in the paint while Lowe did work
beyond the arch on a 6-2 run.
After three lead changes in one minute. the
Ra(:ers worked to regain their composure once
again w ith a layup by Elkins.
The game ended with a final trip to the line by
Schwab. With both attempt~ made, the 87·83 win
was handed to Murray State.
"1 think I put too much pressure on myself,"

Jesse ( .Jrruthers/Thu N ew5

Sophomore Erica Burgess led the Racers with 'll points
In an 87·83 victory over Tennessee State Tflursday.
Schwab said. "l just needed to breathe, relax and
have fun like I usually do. So I got those two
shots. "
The next and flnal regul:u· season game for the
R:1cers is against TcnnessCl' Tech at 5:30 p.m. in
Cookeville.
The Racers claimed a 76-72 victory uver the
(';old P.agles at the CFSB Cl:ntcr last month.
Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystote.(•du.
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Coach Spotlight:
Jenny Severns
Ben Morrow
Staff writer
Jenny Severns is pumped about befug the head
coach of Murray State's track and cross country
teams. Five minutes of conversation with her will
leave no doubt.
Just 31 years old, the energetic coach is nearing
the end of her second cross country season and
enthusiasm for running and for her young athletes is apparent.
. 'Tm very outgoing. I know what I want. I love
coaching ::~nd I love running, and I think that that
comes across very well," Severns said. ''I'm used
to talking about the team, not me," she added
with ·' laugh •
.Severns. a Mkhigan native, explained the path
that brought her to Murray State.
"1 started running in fourth grade," Severns
said. "All the cool people ran in elementary track.
1 actually started training in fifth grade, which is
kind of funny looking back."
Severns ran for the cross country and track
teams for Central Michigan University while
earning a degr\~C! in otpplied arts. She also spent
tinw roaching track at Mt. Pleasant High School.
Afrcr graduation, Severns served as an assiswnt coach at Dickenson College in North Car. olina for one }'car before spending four years as
an assistant coach at UNC-Grcensbqro. Her brief
coaching tenure has produced numerous award·
winning athlctcs on the track, on the field and in
th(· classroom.
Severns said her athletes have not forgotten
the importance of keeping their grades up.
"It'~ always one of our goals to have one of the
highest GPAs in the athletic department," she
said. "We're strict about study hall. grades and
missing practice. If you miss practice, you miss
thc next meet. 'They're just really good kids and·
I don't have to be that mean to make them do
what ther need to do."
Severns said she bas had a love/hate relationship with running ever since she started.
''I seriously think you can get addicted to running the same way people get addicted to drugs,"
she said. "If I can't run, it puts me in a bad mood
and r reel really tired. You just tzet used to exercising ever}' day. You either love it or you look at
it as punishment. But I love it.''
.Sen!rns is a fanatical runner, having competed
in numerous marathons, including six appearances in the prcstigious Boston Marathon, and
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Jenny Severns, in her second year as head coach. is takinQ the team to its second consecutive OVC Tournament.
s;tid coaching is a special profession that brings
great rewards.
"People that coach don't coach to make
money, they coach bl.!causc it'~ what they love to
do," she said. "I love to coach. r love tu s..:c people get bettl'r and achieve thcir goals. And I Love
to run. so I want to be that kind of coach where
when my athletes graduate, they want to keep
~loing it."
The Racer athletes dcmonstrate the fearless
attitude of thl.'ir coach.
"We have some fighters,'' she said. "I love our
team this year. We're a really young team. Five
of our top seven this year arc freshmen and
sophomores. They go out: thcr work hard everyday. They push each other.-Jf I tell them:! want
you to give everything Y•)U have in thls race,' I
know they're going to. They're not wimps.

They're willing to work hard and they're willing
to hurt and they know that you have to hurt in
order to be successful. 'rbat's what cross country
is all about. The team that can push the hardest
when it hurts is the team that's going to win."
Severns said she is optimistic about the future
of the program.
"With such a young team. you never know
how it's going to turn out- how they're going to
adjust to college life- but I couldn't have asked
for a better situation right now," ~h<.· said. "We'n~
going into the OVC meet very c<mfident. We're
confident we can beat people that don't expect
us to beat them. We're going to scare the crap out
of them. I think we arc iu a really gl,od position
~~nMo~e,chimJ'WriMi~· part~o~~~~~!~.~,~

Contact
Morrow
mu"aystatt•.edu.

Racing to the finish line
Track, field team to carry Inomentum, compete in OVC
Championships with Player of the Week Tonia Pratt
Ben Morrow
Staff writer
OVC Championships b1.!gin for track and tield toda)' at the Gcn·
try Ct!ntcr in Nashville, Tenn., finishing a strong season for the
Racers.
Head Coach Jenny Severns said she is ready to sec what her athletes will accomplish.
"I think we're looking pretty good," Severns said. "Our team is
rt'ally young, so it will be interesting to sec how it all plays out. I!
will be the first conference meet for the majority of those going.
The biggest thing \viii be matching what they've done all season.
If they can do that, they'll do really well - much better than last
year. It doesn't take anything big and spectacular and crr~zy. They
just (need to) stay consistent."
Severns said the te:un's recent strong performance in Bloom·
ington, Ind., at the Hoosier Hills Invitational on Feb. 10 and 11 will
hopefully carry over into this weekend.
"I'm very excited," Sev..-rns said. "Soml' people had some break·
thwu1~h performances. Even those who didn't have httgl' p..:rform·
anccs stayed consistent, which is what we're looking for going into
thcOVCs."
1onia Pratt, freshman from Michigan Center. Mich .. was the lat·
est RaCl•r to win the OVC ·Female 'Track Athlete of the Week after
her performance in the weight throw and the shot put at the
Hoosier Hills Invitational.
Severns said the athletes arc doing a good job focusing on this

r--------------------------

weekend's challenges.
"I think they're excited," Severns said. "'this team never really
gets too cxdted or too let down based on one performance. They
know one day won't make ur break you. They're pretty cvenkedcd, which should help us a lot."
Tht• s~.·cond-year coach said sht• is much more settled g\>ing into
OVCs this year as opposed to her rookie season.
''Lttst year was a learning experience for me," she said. "I'm much
more comfortable with the team and I think I kno'Y the kids a Jot
better this year. Last year didn't end up how I had hoped, but 1 feel
like we're prepared to be a lot better this year, If every one of our
kids goes out there and gives everything they have on that day, then
I will be happy regardless of what happens. If they do that, we're
going to du really \H'II."
The Racers should expect to secure a better outcome than last
}'car's seventh place, according to the coach.
kWe got seventh place last year, so we've got a lot of teams that
we're looking to beat this year," Severns said. "If we could beat
EKU or Jacksonville State, that would be big. That would show
we're making a big jump. We're getting there with the latest recruiting class."
Severns said she's learned once the play"·rs take the track, she
can un\y watch the athletes do their best.
"I .ast ycur I think we went into it nervous and not knowing what
to expect,'' she said. "Once you're there as a coach there's nothing
)'OU can do but let them go compete. I'm excited, though, because
I really think we have the opportunity to do some big thjngs."
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Senior Kayla Crusham runs during the 2011 OVC Tournament
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Racers·prep for season
Ed Marlowe

Staff writer
Aftl'r a long wintl'r layoff, men's golf is back in
full swing.
Coa~ Eddie Hunt said his players arc fired up
~md rt•ady to get the second half of the season
under way.
''We're really looking forward to the spring,"
he ~aid. "I don't think we had as g<lOd a fall as we
hoped we would."
However. out of the team struggles~ Hunt :;aid
two duhh<mse leaders emerged for the Racers:
juniors Hunter York and Patrick Newcomb.
Ncwcmnb finished a stellar fall showing with
a third place finish at the Kiawah Classic in
Charleston, S.C., on Nov. 1.
..After his fall. 1 don't think there is any doubt
he's among the best in the OVC," Hunt s~id. "It's
p<lSsible he'U be in Player of the Year talks."
· York played consistent golf throughout the en·
tire semester, frequently finishing as the Racers'
second-best golfer and providl'S another strong
weapon In the Racer arsenal.
"J want to stress how well Hunter York has
played," Hunt said. "He played a good faU, and he
has cm~rgl~d as a leader for this team."
Aside from !'talwarts Newcomb and York.
Hunt said the remaining three starting spots arc
up for grabs, perhaps until the OVC Championship in April.
"1\·l~ got five or six players who are going to
battle it out until the conference tournament," he
said. "We'll sec what the spring season holds for

courtl'~y of Michael

Disc golf club tea•n
nears ftrst tourna•ttent
JaciKohn

·US."

Staff writer

Hunt also locked in three recruits during the
early ~igning period in Novembl•r, further shaping the future of Racer golf as they will don the
blue and gold in Fall 2012.
Jared Gosser, from Russell Springs. Ky.• is a
five-year letterman from Russell Springs High
School. The younger brother of Murray State
junior golfer Dustin Gosser, Jared was a 20-timc
champion and 2011 Musselman-Dunne Tour
Player of the Year.
Local talent Daniel Harper, from Murray. rep·
resented Calloway County High School in the
2011 Kentucky State Tournament, placing fifth
while carding the only under-par round in the
tournament. Harper also placed third at the Kentucky Invitational Tournament and was fourth at
the KHSAA Region- I Tournament.
Duncan McCormick, from Morganfield, Ky.,
had an incredible high school career at Union
County High School. garnering the runner-up
nod for .Kentucky Mr. Golf in 2011. McCormick
finished in the top-10 in the Kentucky State Tour·
nament. champion of the KHSAA Region II
Tournament and has claimed five individual ti·
ties.
•
1 t4
"T managed to lanJ n ~9?4.nuc. ~us of kids early
in the recruiting period," 't-runt said. "All three

Throwing a flying disc with friends is no
longer just a game to play on a lazy afternoon,
there can be serious competition in thc sport.
Members (lf the Murray State. disc golf team
will compete in a qualifying competition in
March to try to earn a spot at the National Col·
lcgiate Dis..: Golf Championship.
"When we hl•ard of the National \.ollegiate
Disc Golf Championship we all knew what WI!
had to do," Co-captain Michael Griffin. sopho·
more from Greenville. Ky.. said. "So Wt.' looked
into what it takes to play in this tournament.
After we learned what it took we formed a team
and arc trying to create an l)fficial club through
Murray State."
The new team plays competitively in disc golf
tournaments around the area.
"The purpose of uur team is tu get Murray
State University in the disc golf scene and to rep·
resent our school the best we can," he said. "Disc
golf is a very fast growing sport and we want
more people on campus to come out and play the
J.reat sport.''
·1 1
11tere are four pl~rs on ~e ~anct Jl]'proximatcly 10 players in thl! dub.
"We usc our best four players for our A team

Ryan Ru harrlson/Thf' Nt:w~

Junior Hunter York prepares to drive In the fall.
m:~y Pl' able to compt•le early in their frc~hman
year:·
Outside of the OVC Championship, Hunt said
the tournament he's most looking forward to is
the Sprin).l Break Invitational, hdd March 23
through 25 at Fountains Country Club in Boca
Raton, Fla.
During the invitational. the Racers will go
against sumc of the best t~ams in the country,
Hunt .said, as eight Big Ten schools, Florida State
and Northwestern comprise the field.
..I think it's one of the best college golf tournaments in the country," he said.
The Racers begin the 2012 .spring season in the
Samford Intercollegiate March 4 through 6 iJ:1
Hoover, Ala., at Hoover Country Club.
Contact Murlowt; at cdward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu.

and have them represent the school in the club,"
he said. "Some tournaments will allow us to send
multiple teams and we will send a second team
in those cases."
To qualify for the rutional championships, the
team has to win a qualifer against schools in·
eluding Arkansas, Clemson, Jllinois, Purdue. ·
Oregon. Tennessee Tech and Western Kentucky.
"Our first qualifying event currently has only
Purdue in it, and they are already qualified for
the n:ttional championships." he said. "The qualifier is still a month away and a lot of teams will
get involved by the time it comes around. There
are alrc:•dy 30 teams that have qualified for the
national championship though."
To prepare for it!; upcoming tournament the
team plays multiple rounds every day at Central
Park in Murray and talce driving range practice
at the intramural field on campus. They have
also traveled to Cllursi!s near Murray to practice
for the qualifier and hope to travel to St. Louis,
Mo., to get some practice on the courses there
before the tournament, Griffin said.
"We would love to get more players in the area
that love the great sport of disc golf to play with
us," he saic,l. "We ~ llopt to play iD
other
quatfffer!Htffet '1WttmrneM HI MBTdt to
hopdully get into the championships."
Contul·t Kohn at jkohn@murraystate.edu.
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This Is a petition for a straight wet/dry vote (ah expansion of
alcohol sales) and If it were to not pass, woulclnot affect our
current "moist" status.
A"Dry" group is circulating a counter petition to repeal our
Limited Restaurant or "Moist" status. By doing so they are willing to risk the jobs of hundreds of Murray residents and take
away needed revenue for the City of Murray. Theirs Is an effort
to keep Murray from progress, by trying to move us backwards
and by not giving the people the chance to decide for themselves.
We are asking for a chance for Murray to decide the issue with
a vote and for the vote we must petition.

i!70-76i!-00i!i!
Mon-Wed
1 1 a.m. - Lat:e
Thu- Sat:
1 1 a.m. - Lat:e
Sunday
l\loon - g p.m.

PETITION FOR LOCAL OPTION ELECTION
FOR THE CITY OF MURRAY

46(: Bonele•• Wing•
Wednetadey•

iT

Trl\1111~

TueMay night

!itllrtlng at 7 p.m.
6 1 6 N. 1 i!th !it:reet:

Griffin

Disc ootf dub co-founder Zackerlath Johnson. junior from Eureka. Mo.. releases a disc during practice.

Aero•• From M!iU Football !itlldlum

This Petition for Local Option Election, or Wet/Dry vote, Is
made in order to demand that an election be held to determine
whether alcoholic beverages may be sold in the City of Murray.
• Only those individuals registered to vote in the City of Murray may
sign this petition. By signing and filling out this petition you are
ac~nowledging your desire that a local option election, or wet/dry
vote, should be held to determine if alcoholic beverages may be
sold In the City of Murray.
Print._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signture _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Legal Name)

MURRAY
A
The University is committed to a safe
and respectful campus.
Make sure you know your rights by checking out the new

Student Life Policies and Handbook at:

www.murraystate.edu/studenthandbook
The updated edition includes the policy on
Sexual Misconduct, Unwanted Pursuit
and Relationship Violence located on page 1'1.

(Legal Name)

Address.___________________________
Date of Birth OR
Social Security Number________________
Date Signed-----------Instructions:
1) Legibly print your full legal name as shown on your Voter's Registration form.
If not registered, you must register BEFORE signing the petition form.
2) Sign the form using that same name.
3) Complete the rest of the form.
To turn in your form, mail to:
Grow Murray
P.O. Box906
Murray, KY 42071

...

t

_~_eb_ruruy
____
~_,_2o_u_______________________ TheN~--------------------------------5B
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Online
prracy
acts leave
students
concerned
•

Becca Schimmel
Staff writer

Threatening the safety and freedom
of the Internet brought attention to

online petitions and students.
The Stop Online Piracy Act is no
longer being reviewed. However, the
Protect (IP) Act is still under consideration.
Pll'A does not penalize for any false
claims that a copyright holder makes.
Anyone claimed to be violating PlPA
and later proved innocent of those
claim~ still has to suffer from court
costs.
These bills are designed to block access to unauthorized websites that
contain stolen copyrighted material.
The idea behind these bills is to
stop intellectual American property
from being stolen by foreign countries.
Europe has a version of these bills
called anti-counterfeiting trade agreement. It has been met with controversy and protests. ACTA was
discussed with little inclusion of the
public.
The Internet is fr~:e and many people would like to keep it that way.
However, there are problems of piracy
and companies are losing money over
file sharing.
"I think (SOPA/PIPA) encouraged a
lot of people to sign online petitions
but not necessarily become more po-

litically involved." John Eads, junior
from Somerset, Ky., said. "Try tu take
away our social security or health ('are
and no one says anything but mess
with the Internet and it's on."
There were onlinl' petitions and
Face book received quite a bit of attention via personal statuses and other
post~.

Thirty websHes participated in a
black out by shutting down their websites for a day, A few of these included
Wikipedia, Google and Craigslist.
The Internet has always been a
place where people have been able to
share media files as well as ideas privately and publici>··
SOPA could bt• an encouragement
for many college age students to begin
to involve themselves in politics.
"People should be able to pust what
they want on the Internet," Dani Hayden, freshfnan from Pacific, Mo., said.
After the h;u;king group known as
Anonymous was credited with hacking the CIA's website, the considera·
tion of the bills were put off.
A few websitcs have already been
taken down by their owners due to
copyright infringement and their owners have been arr~ted. Megaupload is
one of the file sharing websites taken

down.
Anonymous responded directly following the take down of Megaupload
by shutting down websites including,
justice.gov, universal music and other
websites belonging to the FBI and The
White House.
The Author of the SOPA bill is Rep.
Lamar Smith (R-Texas). A few representatives began to pull their support
from the bill when ihe public outcry
against censorship was heard.
ul have heard from the critics and I
take seriously their concerns regarding proposed legislation to address the
problem of online piracy," Smith said.
~It is clea; that we need to revisit the
approach on how best to address the
problem de foreign thieves that steal
and sell American inventions and
products."
SOPA has been cast aside until a
wider agreement can be reached.
However, Congress is still considering
it a problem that needs to be dealt
with.
The concern lies with the theft of
American intellectual property.
Visit google.com/takeaction for
more information.
Contact Schimmel at rschimmel@
murraystate.edu.

Tennessee Williams play sets stage in Wilson Hall
Death, mental instability and mys·
tery will be presented in the Tennessee
Williams play "Suddenly Last Summer." The play looks at a woman who
has been placed in an insane asylum
after her cousin's mysterious death.
"The play is a mystery of what happened to a young man one summer and
how he died," Daryl Phillipy, director
and assistant professor of Humanities
and Fine Arts, said. "The story is trying
to find out the real truth of how it hap·
pcned. There are a lot of dark themes
in the play about what's truth and
what's lies."
The play deals with the darker side
of human nature and looks at the effects that part of human nature has on
others.
"There's a lot of greed and a lot of
deceit," PbiUipy said. ''Those are
thoughts and ideas that are prevalent in
the play that we wanted to make sure
to explore, not only as ideas, but to see
them come to life through the action in
the play."
Williams, who also wrote the w<.'llknown play "The Glass Menagerie,'' is
known for exploring taboo subjects
using dark themes.
"Tennessee Williams is one of thc1
most influential playwrights of the
American theater of at least the last 70
years," Phillipy said. ''Much of what he
was writing about in the mid-20th cen·
tury - the types of characters, his
themes - were landmarks for the time
in which they were being written. A lot
of the subject matter is still taboo

K~he

News

cast members of Tennessee William's play 'Suddenly Last Summer' prepare for adress
rehearsal eartler this week.
today. In fact, this specific play probably deals with some of the most taboo
topics of society. It's a horror story in a
lot of ways."
Phillipy said he has experienced several challenges in directing the play.
"This is only my second semester
here," Phillipy said. "Working with a
new production team, working with actors I've never had much opportunity
to work with - it's all been a period of
adjustment for me."
However there have also been many
challenges in the script itself.
"The language is very poetic in nature, not that it's written in verse, but
the language is filled with imagery and
metaphor," Phillipy said. "It forces the
audience to really listen to the words.
We've had to really focus on allowing

the language to have its full .impact and
making sure the actors deliver that full
impact, as well as keeping the intensity
of the show."
Taylor Davis, fri!Shrnan from Ow<.•nsboro, Ky.. plnys Sisler Felicity, a nun
working in the asylum.
"Sister Felicity works up close with
the main character, Catherine, who the
story is focusc:d around." Davis said.
"Catherine's aunt has put her in St.
Mary's private asylum because she
went away over the summer with her
cousin Sebastian and while they were
away, Sebasti;m mysteriously died. so
they're trying to get the stnry nut of
Catherine,"
Davis prepared for her role by get·
ting to understand her character's part
in the story and running line~ with

Madison Humes, who plays Catherine.
"Most of my lines are in scenes with
Catherine. so we ran those lines a lot,"
Davis said. uwe spent a lot of time
talking about how Catherine has been
affected by St. Mary's and what my role
in her life bas been since she's come
back from vacation."
Davis hopes the audience will take
away the power of the truth and how it
can affect a person's perception of another.
"I hope the audience is shocked, but
I hope they take away that crazy things
can happen and you don't always know
the full story," Davis said. "You need to
hear the full story before you can make
assumptions about what a person is ca·
pable of."
Phillipy, also hopes the audience
takes something away from the per·
formance.
"1 hope the audience gets a love for
Tennessee Williams," Phillipy·said. "1
also hope they come away with a sense
of the really outstanding acting that we
have at Murray State. I hope the unified
theatrical event will be something that
will make people say 'we have a really
nice theater department,' and I hope it
encourages them to get involved with
theater and make it part of their college
experience."
"Suddenly Last Summer" will be per·
formed at 7:30 p.m. today through
Thesday in Wilson Hall 310 B.
General admission tickets are $8 and
faculty and staff tickets are $6.
Students get in free with their Racercard.
Contact Clifford at rclifford@
murraystate,edu.
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National news and
gossip sure to spice up
..___ __.__.. your lunch'conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Complied b y Savannah Sawyer
Conan renewed for two more years
TBS announced
Wednesday
that
Conan O'Brien has
signed on for two
more years with his
late-night
show,
"Conan."
His show is now
scheduled to run
through the month of
April in 2014.
O'Brien has hosted
Conan O'Brien both the ''J.ate Night"
show, which is now hosted by Jimmy Fallon
and the "Tonight Show," which is currently
hosted by Jay Leno.
He began hosting wconan" on THS in the
fall of 2010 after the well-known late night
war over the "Tonight Show'' with Jay Leno.
"Conan" airs at 10 p.m. CST Monday
through T hursday.

Kodak name dropped from theater
While the Academy Awards will s till be
broadcast from the legendary theater, it will
no longer carry the name the Kodak Theater.
The company who has declared bankruptcy, received a court approvnl to longer
have their name carried with the theater.
The theater will now be called the Hollywood and Highland Center after the retail
and entertainment company where the the·
ater is located.

Colbert to release children's book
Host of the "Colbert
Report," Stephen Colbert, will be releasing
a children's book
about a flag pole, titled, "l Am n Pole
(And So Can You!)."
This is not Colbert's
fi rst published book.
He has also released "I
Am America (And So
Can You!)" and ''AmerStephen Colbert ica Again: Rt!·Becoming the Greatness We Never Weren't."
All books were released through Grand
Central Publishing company located in New
York.
Graphic: hy Frm jJcki'I/The New)
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Astudent reveals the mask that she made during thecelebration on Tuesday.

ICALA celebrates Mardi
Gras with campus festivities
Ryan Steele

Kin9 cake was served at the ICALA event Cajun food and beverages were also served at the event.

Cultures anti L:mguagcs Association. or ICALA,
brought its uwn tlluch of celebrations from
around the world tn the Curris Center on Thesday, showcasing cdcbrations from everywhere
including rural Mississippi to the Fasching festivals of Germany.
Therese St. Paul, associate professor of Humanities and Fine Arts. prt•scnted a video and
lecture on the traditions of Mardi Gras all
around the world.
The vide,, featured stories fr()m families who
live in Mississippi and Louisiana towns where
Mardi Gras is less :1 fcstiv;Jl .1nd more of a p rov·
ing ground.
Males compcll' with each other to catch the
chicken for the gumbo :md whoever catches the
chicken bceoml~S the man of .the day.
Also showcased in the film was the awe inspidog_f,aacbigg Festival wh~ takC..,r in
the majQr citico; of Germany.
"lt was pretty interesting seeing what all tht!
<:nuntries around the world do for Mardi Gras

Contributing writer

Ash Wedn-.:sday was this week and that can
only mean one thing. Mardi Gras has come and
gone once again.
To most. Mardi Gras is a giant party, however,
the celebration does have a symbolic meaning
in the french and Catholic communities.
Mardi Gras is the last day of feasting bdore
Lent, which is ccld:irntcd by giving something
up that is dear until the arriv'..tl of Easter. Mardi
Gras marks the end of tht• Carnival Season, and
is officially held every year on the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday.
Being a French .md Catholic holiday. it's no
surprise that tht! most wc11-known celebrations
occur in cities of French descent such as St.
· Louis. Mo.. and the famous Ne:!t.9rleJlns F(ench
Quarter.
Even though New Orleans may have been the
desired spot for M.trdi Gras, the International

compared to tht• U.S.," Spenser Prke. freshman
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., said.
ln Europe it's a whole diffcrcnr l~vcl of celebration.
"I found ' it pretty funny that while people
in rural Missi ~sippi arc catching chickens ttl
find the man of the festival, people in Italy
arc putting on a festival like no one has seen hefore." Connor Ezell, freshman from P:tducah,
Ky., said. "I guess traditions arc traditions
though."
After the presentation concluded, students
were offered food and beverages, induding a
Mardi Gras favorite, king cakt:.
Winslow joined in on the celebration Tuesday
night by serving a varietr of Cajun fO(Ill. Everything from craw fish to alligator tails were on
the menu.
Students whdcame to the celebratoa 1\a~
day left with a better sense of how Mardi Gras is
cck•brated.

Contact Steele ac rsteele-l@>murraystatc.cdu.
r
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All-you-con-eat ·

Lunch and Dinner Buffet

Just down the street
from campus at
804 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

MSU
Students
show your ID ond receive a
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1Oo/o Discount

.,

• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools
throughout the U.S., Puerto Rico, Guam, the
Virgin Islands and Canada
• Kentucky Residents
Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition at
MSU and exchange to another college or university
• Choose from nearly 200 colleges and universities
• 2.5 GPA required at the time of application
• Ft:JII-time status required at the time of application
• Some scholarships and student financial aid will
apply to this program
·Application deadline for Fall 2012/Spring 2013 is
February 29, 2012
For more information, contact
Dr. Ross Meloan, Coordinator
rmeloan@murraystate.ed u
or
Donna M. York, Program Assistant
dyork@murraystate.edu
~ . . .ii.Filll

210 Ordway Hall
(270) 809-3735
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The News' Academy Award
Winner Picks
.

With the Academy Awards airing on Sunday,
The predictions were decided by the

Best Film

"The Artist"
"The Descendents"
"Extremely Loud &'
Incredibly Close"
"The Help"
"Hugo"
"Midnight in Paris"
"Moneyball"
"The Tree of Life,
"War Horse"

Leadin Actor
Demian Bichir
''A 'Better Life"
Jean Dujardin
"The Artist"
George Clooney
''The Descendents"
Gary Oldman
''Tinker Tailor Solider Spy"
Brad Pitt
"Moneyball"

Our Prediction: Brad Pitt
Glenn Close
Nobbs''
Viola Davis
''The Help"
Rooney Mara
''The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo"
Meryl Streep
"The Iron Lady"
Michelle Williams
"My Week with Marilyn"

Our Prediction: Rooney Mara

Our Prediction: Woody Allen

Cinematography
-

Animated Feature

•

--·

If there is one thing
you will learn about
me, it's that I am a
big fan of !>Ong covers. I enjoy hearing
different artist's take
on songs that arc not
'
The Murray State News staff chose its predictions.
their own.
I 11nd the best covaverage of the participating staff members.
ers in the most ranAnna
Taylor dom places, though
Ft!atures Editor most of the time I am
led to YouTube.
Kenneth Branagh
Before
I
started
college
J read a tweet
"My Weck .with Marilyn"
that led me to a cover of Kings of
Jonah Hill
Leon's "Usc Somebody." (Side note:
"Moneyball"
This was also before the song was overNick Nolte
played on the radio.)
What really intrigued me about this
"Warrior"
particular cover was that it was perChristopher Plummer
formed by a female singer and her male
"Beginners"
acoustic-guitar-playing companion.
M:Jx Von Sydow
In the chorus, the singer l.ynzic Kent
"Extremely Loud &
sings over the instrumental parts. not
Incredibly Close"
like Kings of Leon. Kent's laid-back feel
for the music intrigued me. Kent also
has exceptional covers ofi.ady Gaga
and Rihanna.
Another female artist I recently discovered through Tumblr is Jayme Dec.
The first cover I heard her perform
Berenice Bejo
was a mellow version of Rihanna's "We
"The Artist"
Found love." I don't likl• the originnl
Jessica Chastain
version of this song but after listening
to Dee's cover, I apprecinted the lyrics a
"The Help"
little more.
Melissa McCarthy
Dee also performs n great version of
"Bridesmaids"
Foster The People's "Pumped Up
IGcks." Her ripe voice does the song
Janet McTeer
wdl.
''Albert Nobbs"
Karmin, an engaged musical duo, had
Octavia Spencer
a viral hit with their version of Chris
.B rown's '.'Look at Me Now." 'I1H.' vocal"The Help"
ist, Amy Heidemann, surprised everyone, myself included, with her facial
ex-pressions and fast rapping capabilities. I enjoy watching Heidemann because she's entertaining in a way that
no other performer I have seen before. I
can
hardly look away when I watch her
Michel Hazanavicius
perform, and that's a capability some of
"The Artist"
today's biggest mainstream anists
Alexander Payne
would kHl to have.
Since Karmin's version of"I.ook at
"The Descendents"
Me Now" became a hit on YouTube, the
Martin Scorscse
duo has since appeared <.ln "The Ellen
"Hugo"
DeGeneres Show'' and "Saturday Night
Live" as musical guests.
Woody Allen
The duo's first studio album is set to
"Midnight in Paris"
debut this April.
Terrene Malick
Alex Goot is an()tlier YouTUbe star
"The Tree of Life"
who performs both covers and original
songs on the video sharing social network. Everythjng he docs is gold so I'm
not going to n}ention any specific song
on his You Tube channel to che~k out.
•
Look him up and sec if you too like his
nerd-bird stylEl.
·
One other YouTube cover star? Boyce
"The Adventure of Tintin"
Avenue. The ntalc trio's recently re·
"A Cat in Paris"
leased cover of Adele's "Set Fire to the
Rain" already has more than 4 million
"Chico & Rita"
video views. It's a solid cover.
"Kung Fu Panda 2"
Boyce Avenue also covers l.inkin
Park's "Shadow of the Day,'' Bruno
"Puss in Boots"
Mars' "Just The Way You Arc.'' and Ma·
"Rango"
roon 5's "She Will Be Loved," among
others on their channel.
The pop-trio is currently touring
throughout the United States.
While I only mentioned a few of the
hundreds of unique unsigned musicians
on YouTube. these arc my current favorites.
If I discover someone new, I'm sure
you'll be informed.
Contact
Tuylor
at
ataylor2@
All images courtesy of IMDB murraystate.edu.

Our Prediction: Melissa McCarthy

·~tbcrt

•

Covering our tracks

Our Prediction: Jonah Hill

Our Prediction: 'The Help'

"The Artist,
"The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo"
"Hugo"
"The Tree of Life"
"War Horse"

Liner Notes

....

Our Prediction: 'Rango'

Our Prediction: 'The Tree of Life'

Tweet us your winning picks at ®MSUNewsFeatures ·
,
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Student fashion designer
competes in Birntingha•n contest
Allyson Putman
Staff writer
With no fashion program or even a mall shopping center, Murray is not known for being the fashion capitol of
the world. However, it home to one of 22' finalists in the
Emerging Designers Competition for the 2012 Birmingham
Fashion Week.
Meagban Pierce, senior from Owensboro, Ky., is a first
time competitor in the show, but said she has been designing clothes since high school.
As a high school junior, Pierce was given a sewing machine by her grandparents after toying around with her
mother's machine, using it to recreate old curtains and various odds and ends for her mother.
As for her first actual clothing piece, however, she decided to take a big leap and create her own senior prom
dress.
After achieving success with the evening gown, Pierce
moved on to designing everyday clothes for herself.
"I would sec things in the movies that I really liked or
find a material that inspired me and just create it," she said.
Now, foul' years later, she has accomplished more than
recreating a trendy outfit donned by a celebrity - she has
seen her own designs modeled alongside pieces by prestigious designers.
The Emerging Designers Competition for Birmingham
Fashion Week is a contest open to all students, with most
participants being from Auburn University or the University of Alabama. Pierce said it was neat to be the only participant who is not studying fashion design.
"Just to be chosen as a non-fashion student and to be so
far away was really awesome," she said.
Applying to participate in the competition was no easy
feat, as Pierce said the contestants were asked to submit a

is

"

picture of one sewn piece the applicant had already created, a "mood board.'' a 75 word or less ~ummary detailing
their inspiration and three to eight sketches for their initial
portfolio. From the applications and portfolios. the judges
chose the finalists. including Pierce.
While h:.JVing her designs share a runway with some of
the top designers known today :tnd viewed by people of
such high status was a dream come true, Pierce said her
favorite part of the experience was having the chance to
go out on the runway.
All designers have a final pose, hand gesture, et ·cetera,
after the clothes have been modeled down the runway. For
Pierce. she chose to strut down the runway to meet her last
model and get n glimpse of the flashing lights and cameras.
She said it was an amazing experience.
"I got backstage and I was OK. but then my legs started
to shake and I just crashed," she said. "It was such an
adrenaline rush.''
Though Pierce was not chosen as a top five finalist, she
said she docs not regr~t taking part in the incredible experience.
"When it's your ab~olutc lifelong dream and your true
passion, any little bit counts," she said. "I may not have
woo the contest but the clothes that I designed on my bedroom floor were on the exact same runway as designers
that sell their clothes for thousands of dollars."
While this is just the beginning of her fashion career,
Pierce said she plans to pursue a career in design and has
taken on several projects to busy herself until the next
fashion week, including designing a wedding gown for a
friend. To see Pierce's collection for the Birmingham Fashion Week, search "Meaghan's Runway Debut" on You'fube.
Contact l'utman at aptltman@murraystate.edu.
Do you know someone who :;hould be featured in our Student Spotlight? Email Anna at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.

Get to Know ...
Meaghan Pierce
fashion designer
Architectural Engineering Technology
Dream Job: Couture Fashion Designer
Favorite Color: Green
Favorite Designer: Oscar de Ia Renta
Favorite Clothing store: Forever 21
Childhood Dreams: Marine Biologist, U.S. Marshal
words you live by: Jesus is Lord

·Major:

Local home, gift store
hosts vendor bridal show
Savannah Sawyer
Assistant Features Editor
With Valentine's ()ay uccurring just
last week. there seems to be an. increase in the m tmbcr of engaged coup les in the Murray area.
Elements, a local Murray ~ h op, is
hosting a hridal show 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturd;ty t o give the loca l ~ ideas for
weddings.
T he s t un~. ll)C:Jted on Chestnut
Street , is uwncd by S11rab Cotlrscy
Jo nes and I.auralee latimer.
Accon.l ing to the website, they decided to open the ~ton• when the
chain store Pier l went out of business.
They wanted to fill the voiu that
Pier l lcft on the community. "l 'lwy did
so by "cxp:mding on the basic premise that Murray needed :1 gr(•al place
to buy ca:.ual. fun and wcll-prh:cd
merchandise for the home," the website stated.
At the store they sell phmty of
things tu decorate homcc;, ap~lrtm c nts
or dorms.
Guests can shtrt a gift registry for
their weddings at the S[Orc if they
havl! not already.
The bridnl show will feature different vendors from <111 over Murray.
TJ~ goal for the show is to f;tmilinrizt local brides w ith vcndorl\ in the
area.
"We host this event so brides have
an opportunit r to see and gd to know
other vendors in this arl!a," Latimer
:;aid.
Since thl• event will orcur all day
Lhere is nn rush to get through all of

the d isplays and the all of the vendors
that will be in the store.
"The pace o f the day is very
leisurely and brides are abll• to take all
the time they need in order to gather
info fr<>Dl all of the businesses represented," J.atimet said.
T he s tore will be completely rearran ged and all displays will have
n ew merch andise that will be avail~\ble for the l:lrides-to-be to purchase,
Latimer .said. It's a great time to peruse the selection and even pkk Items
out for hridal rt!bristration.
Each vendor will have its own display in its own area of the store.
T he brides-to-be along with any
others interested, will be able to walk
around a peruse the selections available.
"Wt: will have refreshments and a
free gift for all brides," she said. "It is
come and go as you please. Brides are
encourag(•d to look around, ,ask questions :md enjoy the day,"
By attending the event brides will
be able to socialize and get to know
one :mothllr.
"We decided to host an in-store
bridal slww ;~s a service to our brides,"
Latimer said. "It's a wonderful time to
mingle and get to know these ladies."
The vendors for the event arc as follows: A Festive Touch, The Cake
Cru~b, fi ailcy & B Photography, My
Wedding Logos. University Book and
Bean. Dan's, On A Personal Note at
Vintage Rose, Dianne Lisette Photography and C&K Entertainment.
The l'Vent is free to attend.
Con tact Sawyer at ssawyer@
murraystale.edu.

Meaghan Pierce, senior from Owensboro, Ky., partipated in the Emerging Designers
Competition for Birmingham Fashion Week.
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Foot a team t es part
in local Dr. Se~ss reading
Rachel Clifford
Staff writer
Whether arriving by boat, train
or car, fans of Dr. Seuss will have
the opportunity to hear the famous rhyming author's books read
aloud as part ofDr. Seuss Week.
For the past several years, it has
been a tradition that Murray
State's football team and staff help
with the annual event.
Head football coach Chris
Hatcher and members of the football team will be reading several
Dr. Seuss books at the University
Book and Bean.
"I've done Dr. Seuss Week about
everywhere I've ever coached,"
Hatcher said. "This is the 13th year
in a row that I've participated. It's
the second year that we'll be doing
it at Book and Bean."
Dr. Seuss Week falls around
March 2. the birthday of Tbeodor
Seuss Geisel, better known as Dr.
Seuss.
"We celebrate Dr. Seuss' birthday each year, and then with the
Lorax movie coming out, we're
going to do the Dr. Seuss story
hour in honor of the Lorax,"
Magan Little, assistant manager of
University Book and Bean, said.
"Last year we contacted Coach

Hatcher to do the story hour because we wanted someone known
in the community who would
come in and read to the kids.
We're really excited for this year
because it docs line up with the
Lorax movie.''
Hatcher said this is just one of
the ways his team tries to act as
mentors to younger students.
"We do a lot of things to get out
and try to be role models to the elementary school students, not
only myself, but my staff and my
team,'' Hatcher said. "We try to get
out and do reading days and different types of promotions that
schools have going on."
In addition, Hatcher believes
Dr. Seuss Week will encourage
young students to become better
readers.
"Dr. Scuss Week is a week not
only to honor the great works of
Seuss, but to also promote reading
in general," Hatcher said. "It's just
a good avenue for us to he involved and to promote the impmtance of being a good reader and
to start reading from an cnrly uge."
Hatcher hopes the event will
not only encourage young children to become better readers, but
also teach them why it's important
to read.

"It's a good way for (elementary
kids) to meet some older kids who
put an importance on reading,"
Hatcher said. "Seeing football
players taking their time to read to
young ~hildrl'n shows just another
reason why it's so important to be
readers. That's a very important
skill ttiat we put a big emphasis
on."
Little b~lieves the Dr. Seuss
story hour will motivate children
to look up to the football players
as role models.
"I hope they're aU smiles when
they leave here,'' Little said. "They
have been in the past. I hope they
sec the football team as a whole as
a group they can look up to.''
Hatcher, too, hopes tlfe event
will allow the community to see
the positive influence the football
team has on younger students.
'"lt's really a win-win," Hatcher
said. "We get to promote the good
things our student-athletes do as
well as be able to help young children sec th~ need and importance
of being guod readers."
The Dr. Scuss story hour is at 4
p.m. Tuesday at the University
Book and Bean located at 1203
Chestnut Street, Suite A
Contact Clifl'ord at rclifford@
murraystate.edu.
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